a whole new way to connect
with your customers!
Imagine a secure, centralized place where your customers
have immediate access to important updates on closing
status. Where email fraud can’t touch wiring instruction
communication. Where documents are easily shared by all

parties on the file. And, where non-notarized documents
that don’t require wet-ink can be eSigned. Now, imagine a
way to consistently guarantee this experience to all of your
customers. This is ready2close by RamQuest.

Create a branded experience when
you add your logo to ready2close.
Customers see at-a-glance order progress,
and can receive email and/or text updates as
important closing milestones are reached.
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Realtors have visibility and access
to all files they’re associated with
from one screen.

From an overview of the transaction to important
contact information with integrated hyperlinks,
ready2close puts important file information right
at your fingertips. Plus, easily add critical closing
details to your calendar with one click!

Changes made in your file automatically sync to ready2close!

easy document management

Closing documents are easily and securely uploaded to ready2close
by approved parties on the file. The documents seamlessly flow
to your production solution; plus new documents and document
changes made in your system seamlessly flow to ready2close, too!

secure wiring instructions

Eliminate email – and email fraud – from your wiring instruction
communication. ready2close offers a secure location to publish
wiring instructions for consumers and other related parties with a
second layer of security using multi-factor authentication.

convenient eSigning

Offer customers maximum flexibility and convenience with the ability
to review and sign any non-notarized documents that don’t require a
wet-ink signature using the ready2close secure eSigning capability.

And, ready2close offers a seamless mobile experience.
Since it’s mobile-friendly, ready2close delivers all of the functionality, documents
and important transaction details, on the go, to any mobile device or tablet.

Today’s consumer demands convenient, secure, readily-available access to
information. With ready2close, give customers timely visibility into their closing as
you experience fewer phone calls and email inquiries. But even more importantly,
increase customer satisfaction, referrals, and repeat business which increases
revenue. This is ready2close by RamQuest.

